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Abstract -- Online social networks have witnessed massive increase from the
point of view of users during last decade. However, it is also becoming center
of attraction for spammers. It is a complex problem to trace spammers on a
large scale. Since spammers communicate covertly so by analyzing simple
graph of social network, they cannot be identified. In order to find the circle
of people involved in the malicious messaging, we associate people on the
basis of their spatio-temporal co-occurrence i.e. people frequently
communicating with each other. In this paper, we associate people on the
basis of their spatio-temporal co-occurrence and find the users involved in
malicious communications.
Keywords-- Social Networks, Prediction, Spatio-Temporal Analysis, Web
mining

I. INTRODUCTION
Early social networking websites primarily focused on bringing
group of people together in order to interact through chat rooms
and share information through personal homepage. However, in
2002 these social networking sites emerged as the most popular
sites, by allowing users to publicize and share contents. Social
network sites may become at risk to different types of malicious
action such as message spamming. These spammers are
encouraged to spam in order to broadcast pornography or for
promotion of certain content.
These social network websites have become the center of
internet users' attention, by creating a versatile, common
platform and allowing people to connect with other people- who
share their common interests; activities, political views,
language, cultural and religious values or nationality. Apart
from internet users, these websites also got researchers attention
who tries to understand the reason behind users' engagement
with them and how to extract useful information from these.
The reason behind this introduction is to provide enough
background that forces us to do our research on these social
network websites.

A. SOCIAL NETWORK
A social network is group of social entities i.e. comprising of
individuals or organizations called “nodes or actor”, which are
linked by certain relationship called “tie, edge or link”. So
social network sites are basically sites that allow to publish
them self and allow to form relation with other people, it also
allow individuals to eloquent and make visible their social
network, which make it different from other computer mediated
communications.
Social network analysis has many useful insights as one can
identify important nodes, nodes with many connections or those
with greatest effect on the network [1, 2] or to find the subset of
network that show interesting patterns [3, 4]. Moreover, it also
helps us in identifying nodes i.e. who is core of network and
who is on the periphery or where are the clusters and who is in
it.
Knowledge of social network is important. For example, viral
marketing take advantage of relation between consumers to
increase business output [1, 2] or one can identify group of
people involved in malicious communication. Social network
can also help in expanding social circle [4].
Despite of many uses, analyzing social network to find required
pattern is a difficult job. In this paper, we are computationally
mining social network for finding group of users involved in
malicious activities from spatio-temporal data i.e. data is
associated with location and time. Moreover, we will be
focusing on the spatio-temporal co-occurrence to establish ties
between users in order to detect the group of users involved in
malicious activities.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTION

Currently there are many techniques used for filtering malicious
content. However, what we are proposing here is not only
identifying malicious content but also the circle of people
involved in malicious communication. We first of all associate
people upon spatio-temporal co-occurrence i.e. associate people
that frequently communicate with each other. Now with the help
of this we can identify that relation which covertly exists
between users involved in malicious activities. Once we
associate people, we apply latent semantic indexing (LSI) to
identify malicious content in the user’s messages. Once a user
causing malicious activity is identified, we then start searching
users, who are connected to him/her and this way we are able to
identify whole circle of people involved in malicious
communication.
II. PREVIOUS WORKS
Existing spam/malicious filter currently are typically stationary
such as white listing [5]. One of the techniques to detect
malicious content is Bayesian classifier. Illustration of Bayesian
classifier is given in [6], which describe how it can be
applicable to filter malicious content. One more method that is
connected with technique used in our work is proposed by Gee
[6], he uses latent semantic analysis (LSI) to filter malicious
content. However in Gee’s [6] work textual feature of email is
used. In addition to this work the literature in [20-23] address
spatio-temporal mining in other domains too.
A. LATENT SEMANTIC INDEXING
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) analysis as discussed in [7] is a
statistical technique that calculates association among entities of
corpus, in an attempt to conquer issues of conventional
matching.
In general, it involves creating a weighted term-document
matrix, upon which we perform Singular Value Decomposition
and using this matrix to find concepts contained in the text.
Support vector machine (SVM) is created using as a termdocument matrix. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is
applied estimating usages. Then SVD-derived matrices are
summarized to k dimensions [7, 8, 9, 10] provides an excellent
background on kernel machines and how they are not
susceptible to local minima like other methods.
The end result is a condensed vector for each term [8]. Studies
have shown that these vectors are robust, effective indicators of
meaning and enjoy a higher recall than searching only with
individual terms [11, 8, and 9].

One issue with LSI is that it does not support the ad-hoc
addition of new documents once the semantic set has been
generated.
Work in [7] provides an exact summary of how comparison of
two vectors is generated. A cosine of 1 signifies that the two
vectors (be they term or document) are considered to be exactly
similar which is different from identical. New test documents
not previously included in the semantic set can be used for
comparison as well, by combining the vectors of their
composite terms.
B. MINING SOCIAL NETWORK
Apart from co-occurrence, there are also some other criteria, on
which ties between actors can be formed i.e. similarity,
communication etc and using this information, we can analyze
network.
Similarity is basically degree of likeness and symmetry between
two or more concepts or objects i.e. sharing same properties or
features. Generally, friends tends to be alike [12], from this we
conclude that people who share common features tends to be
associated to one another in some way. For example, websites
with similar text and links represents group of related
individuals [13].
Communication, the exchange of information or resources is
normally observed between related people. This means,
communication can infer association between people. For
example emails [14], instant messaging [5] can be used to trace
association, since such communications are directed i.e.
between sender and receiver.
Our current work mainly focus on time series approach i.e. data
associated with each node is considered as the collection of time
series and using this time series, we calculate the distance
between time series with the help of Euclidean [15] or LCSS
[16] distance function. If the distance is less (based upon a
threshold) then the resulting nodes are considered to be cooccurring.
III. MINING SOCIAL NETWORKS FROM SPATIOTEMPORAL EVENTS
Event is basically an occurrence of co-occurring nodes in social
network. In order to identify the spatio-temporal behaviors of
nodes, common actions of social network is studied i.e. actors
(nodes) group together, when they interact. By this, we mean
that social event will result in spatio-temporal co-occurrence.
Spatio-temporal event can be defined as follows.
Definition: for event to be spatio-temporal event it must satisfy
following condition:




Actors involved in event must have same location.
The difference in time of participation of actors in
particular event must be less then certain threshold
(t).
Number of actors in event must be at least two.

The basic idea of Information Gain is to identify how well
every feature separates the given data. Information Gain along
with other techniques for feature selection is given in [18].

The first two conditions specify the constraints for spatiotemporal co-occurrence. The value of both can be as restraining
or as lenient, depending upon how you associate people.
However, it is neither possible nor practical to have exact cooccurrence. Furthermore, by allowing this tolerance to be
diverse, an appropriate tolerance can be selected depending
upon need.

The training consists of indexing the malicious and non
malicious text along with the computation of singular value
decomposition and classification consists of query indexing and
retrieval of closest message from the training set. Every new
message is classified based on the feature set used and
comparing it with the query vector, if the closest message from
training set is malicious then the new message is malicious else
it is non malicious. The distance is measured on the basis of
angle between the query and training vector [19].



Third condition is general, which is true for all events i.e. for
event to occur; at least two actors must interact.

B. TRAINING AND CLASSIFICATION

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
Once we create spatio-temporal events, we give them weight
between 0 and 1. With the help of these weights, we will be able
to predict association between actors. In order to be more
precise, we set threshold and events whose value is greater than
threshold and can be selected only. Same algorithmic approach
is followed in [17]

IV. LATENT SEMANTIC INDEXING (LSI)

For experiment we use data from Facebook. The dataset consist
information about user’s personal information and posts. We
first create spatio-temporal database from this data i.e. store
only information of user regarding its location and time of
interaction. Once we have spatio-temporal database, we start
associating people on the basis of spatio-temporal cooccurrences for different values of threshold (t). Figure 1
shows when the value of threshold (t) is very small (e.g. 60
sec).

In order to apply on malicious content filtering, the posts i.e.
text message (in our case) is considered as document and each
post is considered as vector in space. In order to create vector
space model, we represent each post according to its feature
value. This leads us to an important question i.e. which features
of posts are significant for classification into malicious text or
not. In our case, we use text based feature set.

Figure 1: Original friend graph VS Spatio temporal graph (t =min)

After joining, we will find actors involved in malicious
activities. In order to do so, we will be using LSI.

A. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
When tokenizing text, one frequently
dimensional data, which is difficult to
frequency thresholding plays important
dimensions. An overview of different term
is given in [18].

faces very high
handle. Document
role in reducing
selection technique

The resulting graph shows a large deviation from the original
graph because it considers those interactions which occur
accidently. These wrong associations are showed with red lines
Figure 2 shows when the value of threshold (t) is very large
(e.g. 28800 sec or 8 hrs).

Document Frequency Thresholding
The basic idea is that, the frequent items play no significant role
in distinguishing between malicious and non-malicious text.
Once dimensions are reduced using document frequency
thresholding, we can also apply Information Gain technique to
increase performance.

Figure 2: Original friend graph VS Spatio temporal graph (t =max)

The resulting graph also shows deviation from original graph
because it misses interaction between friends who communicate
for short time. So we have to select an appropriate value, so that

it neither selects accidental values nor misses important data,
only then we will be able to have most appropriate graph that
resemble the correct association as shown in Figure 3.

your feature set, better the performance gained. The results
generated are very encouraging and creates many opportunities.
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Figure 3: Original friend graph VS Spatio temporal graph (t =µ)
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